RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC:

>500 uses a day
GUARANTEE PERIOD:

5 years

Low energy
Fast drying

Fast drying,
compact and
water vaporising
User drying perception: amazes and astounds
Water collection tray included as standard
An attractive blade style hand dryer that’s tiny
- fits anywhere
High speed yet low noise, a perfect balance
HEPA filter and advanced hygiene technology
as standard
Easy maintenance diagnostic system

Specification
Dry Time Range

10 – 15 Seconds

Rated Power

1 – 1.5 kW

Cost per 1000 dries

37p – 55p

Finishes and Codes

Graphite (DFVAP1G)

IP rating

IP21

Dimensions

Height
Width
Depth

540mm
320mm
180mm

RECOMMENDED TRAFFIC:

>500 uses a day
GUARANTEE PERIOD:

5 years

Benefits

Annual cost and carbon production
(Kg/CO2) for an office of 20 people*

Fierce yet friendly

When you dry your hands, you want it
done quickly. This is one of the fastest
drying hand dryers in the world. At the
same time, it provides a peaceful noise
level, keeping users completely satisfied
without being exposed to a sound
comparable to a jet engine.

Prevents excess water
on walls or floors

There’s nothing worse than having to
constantly dry the floors when excess
water drips down the side of this type of
hand dryer. Water is driven into a hidden,
easy to empty collection tray. Maximising
health and safety.

Compact and trendy

Compared to other blade style hand
dryers this is tiny. A stunning model,
with fashionable LED lights gives it a
real modern appearance. Any size
washroom will be able to accommodate
comfortably, whilst complementing and
improving the decoration of it.

Good for the
environment and your
annual budget

This long life unit will dramatically reduce
energy bills compared to a conventional
hand dryer. You will also significantly
save money year on year compared to
constantly replenishing paper towels.
Not to mention having a major positive
impact on the environment with its low
carbon production.

Intelligent heating
system

This unit thinks for itself, automatically
keeping the temperature of the airflow
comfortable, with no need for someone
to remember to do it. If the rooms cold it
will add heat. If it’s a warm day it doesn’t.
This makes sure you do not waste any
energy unnecessary. A smart way to keep
money in your pocket, minimise impact
on the environment and keep users
happy.

Advanced hygiene
technology

Washroom cleanliness is essential.
A high grade H14 HEPA filter purifies the
air taken into the hand dryer of 99.5%
microbes. This filter is easy to access and
cleanse. Nothing but clean air is blasted
over the hands. For added piece of mind
it’s made with antibacterial ABS; the
plastic is injected with silver ions which
prevents the growth of bacteria, fungi
and mould.

What’s wrong? Find out
quickly and easily

If a fault should occur or general
maintenance is required, you are quickly
notified via a LED display system. It will
outline exactly where the malfunction lies,
making it easy and simple to diagnose
and rectify. You’ll get it back in service at
no time at all.
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To learn more, call us on
0114 354 0047, email sales@ihdryers.co.uk
or visit intelligenthanddryers.com
*FIGURES BASED ON:
20 people in an office location visiting the bathroom 4.5 times a day, 260 times a year / Conventional hand dryer rated at 2.5kW with 40 second dry time /
Hand dryer at most energy efficient setting if applicable / Hand dryer cost at 12p per kW/h / 3 paper towels taken per bathroom visit at 0.5p a paper towel /
Hand dryer carbon production using Carbon Trust standard of 1kW/h = 0.54 Kg/CO2 / Paper towel carbon production using 22.5gms/CO2 per dry (3 paper
towels) / The above is an example for illustrative purposes only, actual figures of your location may vary

